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Elastic Trader is a forex system that you have never used before. More than likely, you have not seen

such a thing. It is unique and its so easy to learn and follow, that you do not have to be an experienced

trader to use it. It contains 3 very effective forex trading tools that show very good results. With simple

confirmation of these tools, your trade gets very strong. These do not repaint the past. What you see on

your chart, is what it stays with. For those who like to scalp and trade long term, this system is a must

have. It has shown to be profitable on all time frames. Another great feature about Elastic Trader, is that

you can add these to your existing forex system you may have. It can be used as your leading indication

or confirmation. Either way, when you start using this system, you will love it! What time frames can I use

with Elastic Trader? Answer: Anytime frame. Which currency pairs can I use? Answer: You can use any

currency pairs although it is suggested to stick with the main currency pairs only. I am a scalper, would

this system be good for it? Answer: YES! In fact, its really good for scalping. You can do a lot of it and it

will be profitable. I might need help setting up, can you help me? Answer: YES! We would be more than

willing to help you get it installed. Although it is extremely easy and only requires 1 click to have it all

installed on all MT4 platforms on your PC, we will help you. What Will You Receive After Purchase ? 1.

Elastic Trade Auto Installer (EXE File) 2. Elastic Trade User Manual (PDF)
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